
Summary of Changes to Phantom Bylaws from 2005 to 2020 version 
 
Article 3, Section 1 – Definition of Board of Directors. 
Prior, the board was defined as exactly 5 directors with voting rights, although those were 
never defined – and the boys coordinator role was by default considered a voting position. The 
addition of a girls program (and girls coordinator) made this situation difficult to provide parity 
while also filling the optional VP role. As such, the Board of Directors is now made of a formal 
Executive Board (Pres, optional VP, Treasurer, Secretary) as well as up to 5 other voting board 
members as elected by the board. 
 
Article 3, Section 2 – Good Standing. 
States base conditions/expectations for a (voting) board member. 
 
Article 3, Section 3 – Auxiliary Board Members 
Formally defines what we were calling the Advisory Board prior to 2020, using slightly different 
terminology. 
 
Article 3, Section 6 – TERMS OF OFFICE 
Removed this section as it was inconsistent with verbiage the prior section 8 about when board 
members would be replaced. 
 
Article 3, Section 6 – VOTING PROCEDURES 
Replaced this section with a definition of how voting procudures will take place, which was 
missing completely from the original by-laws. 
 
Article 3, Section 10 – REGULAR AND ANNUAL PUBLIC MEETINGS 
Took out firm requirements of specific dates for annual meetings, and replaced them with a 
less rigid requirement on dates, and some expected structure for the public meeting 
(introduction and status of the board of directors) 
 
Article 3, Section 11 – ROTATION OF RESPONSIBILITES 
In lieu of adopting hard term limits, sets out expectations that members who have served more 
than 3 years in a role on the board will simply make that fact known prior to the public meeting, 
and invite interested and qualified candidates to step forward for consideration by the board 
members.  
 
Article 3, Section 13 – NOTICE OF MEETINGS 
Reduced notification time for special meetings from 48 to 36 hours. Removed use of telegraph 
and replaced with email. 
 
Article 3, Section 16 – QUORUM FOR MEETINGS 
Formally defines what is meant by a quorum given the now variable number of board members 
allowed. 
 



Article 4, Section 1 
Removed the term “Chief Financial Officer” as an alternate name for Treasurer, since it is not 
used anywhere else in the bylaws, and Treasurer is. 
 
Clarified that the formal roles required by state law (plus optional VP) are considered the 
“officers” of the club, aka the “Executive Board”.  
 
Article 4, Section 5 
Clarified the succession of duties if the President vacates the office unexpectedly. 
 
Article 4, Section 10 
Added this section to clarify that non-Exeuctive board members (or those who are not 
considered Officers) must actively “own” one of the many roles and responsibilities we 
maintain for the club 
 
Article 7, Section 6 
We’re supposed to be supplying an annual report every fall. Points out that due to the required 
content of the report being primarily related to financial matters, the Treasurer will take lead in 
the compilation – with help from the President and Secretary (and anyone else) as needed. 
 
Article 12, Written Consent… 
Simple updates to make consistent with the reformatting of this document. 


